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COURSE OUTLINE
Art 150
Drawing I
I.

Catalog Statement
Art 150 – Drawing I – 3 units
Prerequisite: None. Recommended: Art 130.
Note: Students receiving a score of 4 or 5 on the advanced placement
examination (CEEB) in Studio Art may be given credit for Art 130 or Art 150
at Glendale community college contingent upon approval of their portfolio by
the art faculty.
Art 150 is a basic drawing course dealing with the fundamentals of pictorial
organization. The various means of representing the three-dimensional aspect
of forms on a flat surface are emphasized. Drawings for this course are
normally size 18” x 24” unless otherwise specified for special projects.
Lecture 2 hours, studio 2 hours
Note: This course may be taken 2 times; a maximum of 6 units may be earned.

II.

Course Objectives

The students will be able to:
1. Use the primary concepts, skills, and appreciations applicable to drawing,
which are contained in this basic course, a prerequisite for advanced art study.

III.

Text.
Guide To Drawing, Mendelowitz, D. Wadsworth Publishing, 7th Edition,
2006. ISBN 0495006947 (paperback)
The Natural way to Draw, Nicolaides, K. 1990, Houghton- Mifflin. ISBN
0395530075 (paperback).

IV.

Course Outline
A.

Problems using simple forms related to each other and to the

5 hours
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format are addressed
1. Draw two or three objects in line
2. Emphasize special position proportions, and visual clarity
Contour ( See mendelowitz, Chapter IV and Nicolaides,
5 hours
chapter I )
1. Using contour line to show overlapping form
2. Accented contour line
3. blind couture drawing exercise
Gesture drawing (See Nicolaides, Ch. 1)
5 hours
1. Exercises drawing what the form is doing , rather than what is
looks like
2. Gesture drawing exercises working form the model in short time
intervals one minute and two minutes
3. Using a continuous unbroken line as a way of capturing gesture
quality in forms
4. Developing gesture quality with elements of contour:
progressing of what the form is doing, to what the form looks like
Drawings of large, space filling elements
5 hours
1. Analyze different character
2. Handling of tools
3. Feeling of dimension emphasizing line
Large rendering of simple geometric forms
5 hours
1. Introduction of perspective related to basic forms
2. Introduction of light and shadow as related to simple geometric
forms
Rendering of texture expressing surface qualities
5 hours
Drawings of composite forms from nature
5 hours
1. Studies of single objects
2. Arrangement of composite objects
Perspective
5 hours
1. concepts and terminology
2. Simple problems involving basic concepts of perspective
3. Drawings in parallel and angular perspective
Expressive drawings utilizing knowledge gained in
5 hours
previous problems
Studies in light and shadow
7 hours
1. Light and dark pattern involving local value
2. Rendering in light and shadow to model form
3. Pictorial organization using forms moving in space
Series of drawings of varied subjects
7 hours
1. Landscape
2. Still-life
3. Figure
4. Additional studies and compositional drawings may include:
a. Architectural subjects
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b. Animals
5. Drawings may be executed in the classroom and/or on
independent student time
L
Final problems: Complete drawing problems
5 hours
Examination/ Evaluation Procedures
Grades will be determined by completion of portfolio and final problems
at midterm and final.

Special Features
Field trips and exhibits may be required. Films are shown. Additional readings
from the following books:
Master Drawings in Line
Drawings of d Vinci
Goya’s Etchings
Modern Drawings, Wheeler
The Art of Drawing, Benard Chaet

